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Abstract: Climate change plays an important role in shaping ecological stability of landscape
systems. Increasing weather fluctuations such as droughts threaten the ecological stability of natural
and anthropogenic landscapes. Uncertainty exists regarding the validity of traditional landscape
assessment schemes under climate change. This commentary debates the main factors that threaten
ecological stability, discussing basic approaches to interpret landscape functioning. To address this
pivotal issue, the intimate linkage between ecological stability and landscape diversity is explored,
considering different approaches to landscape stability assessment. The impact of land-use changes
on landscape stability is finally discussed. Assessment methodologies and indicators are reviewed
and grouped into homogeneous classes based on a specific nomenclature of stability aspects which
include landscape composition, fragmentation and connectivity, thermodynamic and functional
issues, biodiversity, soil degradation, and ecological disturbance. By considering land-use change as
one of the most important factors underlying climate change, individual components of landscape
stability are finally delineated and commented upon. In this regard, specific trajectories of land-use
change (including agricultural intensification, land abandonment, and urbanization) are investigated
for their effects on ecological stability. A better understanding of land-use impacts on landscape
stability is crucial for a better knowledge of processes leading to land degradation.
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1. Introduction

Stability is a concept that involves many aspects and principles from both ecological and
socioeconomic perspectives [1–3]. Mechanisms, features, characteristics, and functions make it difficult
to assess states or predict future reactions of ecosystems to some drivers of global change, such as
land-use change [4–6]. Drivers of changes in biodiversity, ecosystem functions/services, and human
well-being are shown in Figure 1. Land-use change can be considered one of the most important
drivers of landscape stability decline under global changes [7–9]. Specific models separately predicting
climate change, land-use transformations, and population dynamics have been proposed in recent
times [10–12]. However, models forecasting (landscape) ecological stability based on an integrated
and prospective analysis of these three research domains have been relatively scarce and designed for
specific local contexts [13–16]. In these regards, some key questions remain unclarified: (i) what are the
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implications of these trends (separate and joint) for ecological stability? And, more specifically, (ii) what
are the possible thresholds in land-use transformations significantly affecting landscape stability?Sustainability 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  3 of 24 

 

 

Figure 1. Drivers of changes in biodiversity, ecosystem services, and human well-being. Source: 
Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity, Global Biodiversity Outlook 2, Montreal, 2006. 

2. Defining ‘Ecological Stability’ 

‘Ecological stability’ has been defined as the ability of a given ecosystem to return to the initial 
equilibrium state after disturbance [29]. Additionally, this notion has been taken as an intrinsic ability 
to maintain ecological functions despite disturbance [30]. Ecosystem stability emerges from three 
complementary attributes [31]: resilience, adaptability, and transformability. While scholars have 
traditionally concentrated on resilience and adaptability, more recently—in a time of global change—
it seems that the concept of transformability is becoming equally important in landscape ecology 
[32,33]. 

‘Resilience’ was defined as a measure of the ability to absorb change (e.g., disturbance) and 
eventually recover and reorganize [34] so that vital components of the system (plants and animals) 
will still retain the same organizational structure, functions (e.g., productivity), and interactions, 
feedbacks, and identity [35,36]. Resilience was later used to better understand general principles 
governing transformations of socio-ecological systems through cycles of change [37–39]. 
‘Adaptability’ is the ability of a given system to adjust to changes, either internal (plant succession 
and management practices) or external (rainfall, temperature, climate change, and exchange rates) 
and thereby to follow a current predetermined succession trajectory within the current stability 
domain [40] and maintain a desirable system’s state or functions [41]. ‘Transformability’ refers to 
processes altering the nature of a given system [31] and is defined as the intrinsic capacity to create a 
new stable landscape when existing ecological, economic, or social structures become untenable, i.e., 
untried beginnings from which a new way of living evolves [38]. 

Based on these premises, there has been a conceptual shift in the notion of ‘ecological stability’ 
over the last century. The original view implying natural balance and equilibrium paradigms, saying 
that biochemical cycles and energy flows generate self-organizing feedbacks contributing to 
ecosystem stability [22,42,43], was later questioned and alternatives emerged admitting loose-

Figure 1. Drivers of changes in biodiversity, ecosystem services, and human well-being. Source:
Secretariat of the Convention on Biological Diversity, Global Biodiversity Outlook 2, Montreal, 2006.

Since landscape stability has a very complex character and a multidisciplinary nature, ecological
stability is intimately related to land-use transformations and it can be influenced by such changes at
the same time [17–19]. This leads to multiple ways of how to perceive and quantify it, depending on of
the variety of assessment techniques and particular problems it focuses on, e.g., depending on specific
issues of any given landscape type [20–24]. Urbanization, crop intensification, and land abandonment
are examples of processes of land-use transformation with a strong impact on landscape stability.
It is most likely that each landscape type will need a different assessment of stability depending
on which issues that threaten it are the most relevant for that given type [25–28]. Based on this
premise, a reflection on the concept of ecological (landscape) stability concept is proposed in this paper,
focusing on assessment methodologies in relation to global change processes that involve land-use
transformations, climate variability, and demographic dynamics.

More specifically, the intimate linkage between ecological stability and landscape diversity is
explored with an aim to address this pivotal issue, considering different approaches to landscape
stability assessment, and the impact of land-use change on landscape stability is discussed. Assessment
methodologies and indicators are reviewed and grouped into homogeneous classes based on a
specific nomenclature of stability aspects that include landscape composition, fragmentation and
connectivity, thermodynamic and functional issues, biodiversity, soil degradation, and ecological
disturbance. By considering land-use change as one of the most important factors underlying climate
change, individual components of landscape stability are finally delineated and commented upon.
In this regard, specific trajectories of land-use change (including agricultural intensification, land
abandonment, and urbanization) are investigated for their effects on ecological stability. The paper is
composed of five main sections. Section 2 provides theoretical and operational definitions of ‘ecological
stability’. Section 3 investigates properties of landscape stability. Section 4 reviews conditions for
landscape stability under land-use transformations. Section 5 describes indicators and metrics of
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landscape stability. Finally, Section 6 re-frames the latent relationship between land-use change and
landscape stability with examples from a European country. A brief discussion section provides the
necessary conclusion to this commentary.

2. Defining ‘Ecological Stability’

‘Ecological stability’ has been defined as the ability of a given ecosystem to return to the initial
equilibrium state after disturbance [29]. Additionally, this notion has been taken as an intrinsic ability
to maintain ecological functions despite disturbance [30]. Ecosystem stability emerges from three
complementary attributes [31]: resilience, adaptability, and transformability. While scholars have
traditionally concentrated on resilience and adaptability, more recently—in a time of global change—it
seems that the concept of transformability is becoming equally important in landscape ecology [32,33].

‘Resilience’ was defined as a measure of the ability to absorb change (e.g., disturbance) and
eventually recover and reorganize [34] so that vital components of the system (plants and animals) will
still retain the same organizational structure, functions (e.g., productivity), and interactions, feedbacks,
and identity [35,36]. Resilience was later used to better understand general principles governing
transformations of socio-ecological systems through cycles of change [37–39]. ‘Adaptability’ is the
ability of a given system to adjust to changes, either internal (plant succession and management
practices) or external (rainfall, temperature, climate change, and exchange rates) and thereby to follow
a current predetermined succession trajectory within the current stability domain [40] and maintain a
desirable system’s state or functions [41]. ‘Transformability’ refers to processes altering the nature
of a given system [31] and is defined as the intrinsic capacity to create a new stable landscape when
existing ecological, economic, or social structures become untenable, i.e., untried beginnings from
which a new way of living evolves [38].

Based on these premises, there has been a conceptual shift in the notion of ‘ecological stability’
over the last century. The original view implying natural balance and equilibrium paradigms, saying
that biochemical cycles and energy flows generate self-organizing feedbacks contributing to ecosystem
stability [22,42,43], was later questioned and alternatives emerged admitting loose-equilibrium
conditions, non-equilibrium conditions, or multi-equilibrium models in which fluctuations are an
essential part of the system. Further attention was given to hierarchical patch dynamics [44] where
ordered structures emerge hierarchically and lower levels form building blocks for higher levels of
organization, or to adaptive cycles (i.e., based on a concept implying adaptability of socioecological
landscapes (SEL), adaptive cycles of social ecological system (SES), or complex adaptive systems
(CAS) [31,45,46]). By introducing a ‘panarchy’ theory, these concepts were linked with the nested
hierarchy of adaptive cycles arranged according to their characteristic scale, in which natural, human,
and social-ecological systems are “interlinked in never-ending adaptive cycles of growth, accumulation,
restructuring, and renewal” across scales [38].

3. Properties and Conditions Contributing to Landscape Stability

The term ‘stability’ has been used in the analysis of landscape sustainability or interacting
socio-ecological systems in various disciplinary contexts and while giving room to different
interpretations of complex issues [29,30,38]. Landscape stability is typically characterized by complex
relationships and has many issues at stake [31]. Research has focused on single aspects of stability
rather than acknowledging its multi-dimensional nature [6,27,28] which leads to vastly different
interpretations of this notion [32,33]. Examples of the ways in which landscape stability has been
described in recent literature are illustrated in the following paragraphs.

3.1. Unchanged Land Use

Experts on historical land-use change analysis use the term ‘landscape stability’ in the sense of
unchanged polygons of land use [47–49]; some of them have also used the term ‘habitat stability’ to
refer to its continuity of unchanged existence [17]. Stability here expresses the lack of change in land
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use with no direct relation to ecosystem (functional) stability (even though some authors have tried to
identify the linkage between land-use continuity and ecosystem biodiversity [50].

3.2. Stable Species Composition

‘Landscape stability’ is sometimes perceived as stability of species composition [51], but this
stability is not a necessary pre-requisite for stability and resilience of ecosystem functions. For instance,
in communities experiencing climate warming, cold-adapted species are expected to decline while
warm-adapted species may increase, although similar sets of functions might be achieved by very
different community structures. Turnover in species communities may be the key factor allowing for
resilient functions [23].

3.3. Biodiversity Conservation

Early studies [52,53] in ecosystem networks like the European Ecological Network (EECONET)
have addressed issues such as ‘biodiversity conservation’ with an intrinsic target of enabling migration
and stability of populations and communities, especially in anthropogenic landscapes, focusing
especially on connectivity and spatial arrangement of patches.

3.4. Stability of Ecosystem Services

‘Stability of ecosystem services’ [54,55], seemingly linked to the stable functioning of the ecosystem,
may be conflicting in some cases, mainly because of the intrinsic trade-offs of ecosystem services (e.g.,
production services versus supporting/regulatory services). This notion has been frequently used in
a context of socio-ecological systems and refers to landscape sustainability [45]. Targets are mainly
functions and services characteristic of various levels of, for example, landscape organization or species
composition, eventually altered by adaptation or transformation processes [46].

3.5. Stable Soils

Another way to interpret stability of landscape is related to stability of soils in relation to soil
erosion [56] or soil degradation [12,57–59]. Soil is the foundation of nearly all land uses, and therefore
soil quality stands as a key indicator of sustainable land use [60] and represents a basic condition
for resilience of agro-ecosystems [61]. Many landscapes have lost stability due to processes of land
degradation, leading to a reduction in ecological resilience [62–64].

4. Stable Landscapes and Land-Use Change

Stability is influenced by ecosystem (or landscape) characteristics which serve as preconditions
for proper ecosystem functioning. Biodiversity, landscape metrics (connectivity versus fragmentation),
characteristics of species and ecosystem functioning (feedbacks and modular structures) are relevant
variables. Components of ecosystem stability act at several levels: individual species affect the
community structure and can influence the structure of entire ecosystems, mediated by landscape level
heterogeneity and/or habitat connectivity [23]. Ecosystem performances are also influenced by outer
factors. We can look at such factors from two perspectives: (i) as a driver influencing directly (i.e., land
cover change) or indirectly (i.e., climate change, pollution, and some types of land-use change) the
ecological stability of landscapes, or (ii) as a pressure, i.e., factors that cause ecosystem disturbance
and perturb its long-term stability. To protect and enhance landscape stability, measures that promote
sustainable land-use changes should be implemented. Relevant processes and mechanisms that
underpin the latent relationship between landscape stability and land-use changes are briefly discussed
in the following paragraphs.
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4.1. Multi-Level Diversity

The mainstream ecological literature interprets resilience as related to some aspects of diversity,
mainly through redundancies, response diversity, and spatiality at multiple observation scales [1;13;35].
Vegetation structural diversity and diversity in habitat response to exogenous disturbance have been
recognized as basic mechanisms underpinning ecosystem services [14] and the contributing role of
functional diversity to reassembly of ecological communities has been more recently emphasized [65,66].
By looking at the individual level, the effect of genetic diversity is key to promoting adaptability of
wild species [67,68] and agricultural species [69], making them more resistant against diseases, pests,
and nutrient deficiencies [45,70].

Species diversity is related to higher redundancy, leading to different impacts and responses
to environmental change or perturbation [71]. This variety is crucial for response diversity and
determines resilience, adaptability, and flexibility of ecosystem functions [5;23;32]. This also holds for
biodiversity in mixed agro-ecosystems, especially under conditions of global change [33,72], because it
allows for the spreading of risks throughout the entire cropping rotation [16] and performs greater
complementary and functional diversity [73] with higher resilience to fungal diseases and pests [74].
The notion that agriculture depends on biodiversity is key in the approach of resilient agricultural
systems [75–77].

Considering diversity at the landscape level, spatial heterogeneity can stimulate a higher resistance
of ecosystem functions to external shocks by providing a range of resources and refugees and therefore
facilitating the persistence of individual species under environmental perturbations. It supports higher
overall species richness [78], and, therefore, functional redundancy [23]. The fine-grained distribution
of communities at different successional stages allows for patch dynamics to operate with dispersal
of species between patches [13]. To balance and complement homogenizing trends, diversity should
be promoted for all landscape dimensions [32]. Adaptation of agriculture to climate change can be
enhanced by encouraging flexibility in land use, crop production, and farming systems. It is necessary
to consider the multifunctional role of agriculture [79] because a large number of components is a
prerequisite for preservation of complex adaptive systems [67].

4.2. Species Composition and Community-Level Mechanisms

Not only the number of species but also the specific composition and structure of biological
communities is of great importance for landscape resilience. Desirable characteristics of species
assuring high resilience and adaptability to external shocks include low sensitivity to environmental
change, high rate of population growth, phenotypic plasticity, and allele effects caused by population
concentration or dispersion [23]. Mechanisms operating at the community level include low correlation
between response and effect traits for higher resistance [80] and low sensitivity of species highly
connected in interaction networks as an insurance against extinction cascades [5].

4.3. Landscape Composition, Landscape Level Characteristics, and Mechanisms

Apart from landscape diversity listed above, natural habitat content, patch connectivity, the
ability to respond behaviorally or genetically to environmental changes [67], and the potential for
alternative stable states [40] are important variables. Natural (or semi-natural) habitats tend to provide
a greater range and amount of resources, which promotes higher species richness and larger population
sizes [81,82]. This reflects greater genetic diversity and functional redundancy, both of which promote
the resistance of ecosystem functions to external shocks [69].

Micro-scale landscape structures reflected in spatial arrangements, shape, size, quality, and
connectivity of patches, lines, and small interactive elements play an important role in ecosystem
dynamics and are the principal factor of landscape stability [52]. Configuration of patches influences
the migration capabilities of organisms. In this regard, landscape connectivity is one of the main
mechanisms which underpins the maintenance of ecosystem services and the reassembly of ecological
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communities under increasing climate change and variability [14]. Meta-population theory suggests
that populations in well-connected landscapes will persist better or recolonize more rapidly following
environmental perturbation, a phenomenon known as the ‘rescue effect’ [23]. The concept of ‘Territorial
Systems of Ecological Stability’ [51] has been proposed to apply to a cultural landscape in order to
create conditions for the permanent existence of species and communities in the natural gene pool
of the landscape that will also interact with un-natural and semi-natural surrounding landscapes. It
is composed of systems of bio-centers and biotic migration corridors hierarchically arranged within
bio-geographical units.

Among landscape-level mechanisms supporting higher ecological stability we can list modular
structures that help hedge against risk of resilience depletion caused by over-connectedness in system
organization and functions [32], and tight feedbacks maximizing the energy capture and reinforcing
the system structure and processes enhancing stability at the same time [21,22]. Such knowledge
contributes to an improved detection of ecological thresholds [32], transformability in the sense of a
‘capacity to create a new stable landscape’ [38], and flexibility via multi-functional agriculture [79].

5. Assessment of Landscape Stability: Indicators and Metrics

Most stability metrics are affected by land-use change. Conversely, a decrease in ecological
stability may cause changes in land use and land cover as a reaction to ongoing degradation and,
in the case of agricultural or forestry use, transformations followed by a consequent decrease in
profitability of the original land use. For this reason, it is necessary to distinguish the use of indicators
to (i) identify pre-requisite conditions for ecosystem stability and (ii) detect changing variables and
characteristic processes, indicating that stability is already low or is decreasing further because it
causes a decrease in the prerequisite characteristics (i.e., species diversity) or because of the action of
some outer drivers (i.e., population growth) causing such changes. There are many interconnected
aspects of landscape and ecosystem stability and, hence, several assessment methodologies have been
proposed using different indicators [83]. Following the particular aspects of landscape or ecosystem
stability, we can divide these into several groups with specific indicators, as seen in Figure 2. In
the following sub-sections, eight dimensions were specifically addressed: landscape composition,
landscape configuration, thermodynamic properties, ecological functions, biodiversity, soil degradation,
ecological disturbance, and landscape dynamics.Sustainability 2019, 9, x FOR PEER REVIEW  7 of 24 
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5.1. Landscape Composition

Natural areas contain a high amount of resources, species richness, population sizes,
redundancy, genetic diversity, response diversity, and resistance of ecosystem functions [69,81].
In agricultural landscapes, natural and close-to-natural elements are essential to support functional
agro-biodiversity [85–87]. For instance, such methodology has been effectively applied in research
assessing the ecological stability of landscape portions, based on a classification of land use according
to proximity to natural conditions or states based on pristine vegetation characteristics and long-term
continuity in land use and management. Landscapes with a low ecological stability are functionally
compared with landscapes at high ecological stability [88].

5.2. Landscape Configuration

This widely used approach is based on the assumption that landscape stability increases with
environmental heterogeneity and the interconnection of natural (or close-to-natural) habitats. These
features are described by landscape composition (relative proportions of patch types in the landscape)
and landscape configuration (spatial pattern of patches in the landscape). This landscape microstructure,
reflecting specific spatial arrangements, shape, size, quality, and connectivity of patches, lines, and
small interactive elements, plays a basic role in landscape dynamics and is the main factor influencing
landscape stability [52].

Basic indicators for assessment of this specific issue include landscape composition (total class area
and proportion of land use types), number of patches, patch dimensions (e.g., mean patch area [89]),
patch density, mean shape index [90], mean proximity index, degree of isolation [47], fragmentation,
land cover diversity and connectivity [25], aggregation indexes and weighted mean patch fractal
dimension [48], and alternative metrics of “landscape openness” [90]. A contagion index has been
proposed which involves measuring the extent to which landscape elements are aggregated [20].
Similar methodologies of landscape assessment have been adopted to evaluate multi-functional
ecosystems according to basic ecological characteristics using spatially explicit models [90].

5.3. Thermodynamic Properties

Ecosystems self-organize towards maximum energetic, hydric, and material-related efficiency [91]
through complexification of energy and matter-transferring pathways and the establishment of cyclical
processes [92]. These self-organizing processes produce gradients (the so-called ‘energy hierarchy’, [93])
when receiving a through-flow of exergy [94]. Exergy capture (uptake of utilizable energy) is rising
and its storage is rising on both bases (materialistic and structural). With this increasing structural
diversity, the diversity of flows and the system’s ascendancy also rises, which is considered a measure
of ecosystem organization complexity [95]. This measure is related to system stability, resistance, and
the ability to compensate for disturbing effects of the environment because it increases functional
diversity, helping systems to recover after perturbation [96]. Resilient and sustainable landscapes are
characterized by minimal direct energy or energy-demanding resource inputs and maximal internal
cycling [97]. The inherent capability of ecosystems to self-order and self-regulate makes them also
less dependent on external conditions, buffering against variability in resources and climate [98].
Anthropogenic degradation outlines a shift from an evolved state of self-ordering complexity toward
conditions with more simple structures and functions that are less efficient [99].

The most commonly used indicators include ‘emergy’. Such metrics have been adopted to identify
areas characterized by distinctive spatial hierarchies [22], biomass and its fractions, soil organic matter,
storage of nutrients in the soil, and resident time of imported exergy [100]. Exergy is an appropriate
holistic indicator assessing the environmental health of ecosystems [101,102]. Other indicators are
frequently used, including transformity, which is a ratio calculated by dividing emergy input by
available energy output. This metric indicates the relative hierarchical position of each energy flow in
the ecosystem [93], a normalized spectral entropy able to describe the degree of regularity (orderliness)
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within an ecological time-series based on its power spectrum [103] or ascendency, as proposed by [96].
In this regard, the authors of [46] have introduced a spatio-temporal analysis of a normalized difference
vegetation index (NDVI) time-series.

5.4. Ecological Functions

In agricultural land, resilience can be distinguished on the basis of critical functions such as
primary biomass production, regulation of hydrological processes, and surface energy balance [12].
Regulation of hydrological processes can be assessed by estimation of water runoff [104]. Water
retention and recycling are fundamental ecological processes and the water retention index is a
reliable measure of the water cycle. Wetlands promote the hydrological resilience of downstream
flow to extreme conditions [15] and some scholars have adopted wetland areas [4] or a number
of geographically isolated wetlands as a proxy for water retention capability of a given landscape.
Works [105–107] have proposed a parametrization of land cover data using landscape water potential
indicators. Retention of nutrients can be partly assessed by biomass and productivity, but the loss
of basic ions can be measured at the end of river basin as water conductivity by implementing a
specific energy-transport-reaction model [91]. Another group of indicators widely used in ecological
applications is related to surface energy balance, mostly related to climatic functions, and includes
potential evapotranspiration as one of the most relevant metrics [108]. A modified vegetation quality
index based on the environmentally sensitive areas index (ESAI) framework has also been proposed by
defining surface energy balance according to three topical dimensions (soil erosion protection, drought
resistance, and vegetation cover).

5.5. Biodiversity

Thermodynamic principles have many consequences, including higher species richness and
heterogeneity [105]. Driven by evolution, biodiversity continuously generates new energy-dissipative
structures to delay collapse and entropy [94,101]. Alteration in species composition and ecosystem
structure is fundamental to survival, contributing to thermodynamic equilibrium [92]. Entropy-based
indices like Shannon’s H diversity and Pielou’s J evenness of species composition and landscape (or
habitat) use [109–111], together with biodiversity estimates from remotely sensed images [112], could
serve as proper indicators of system complexity and self-organizing development, leading to higher
ecological stability.

5.6. Soil Degradation

Landscape resilience and stability are affected by the soil system which is in turn affected by the
inherent balance between inputs and losses of nutrients and carbon [62]. Indicators assessing resilience
of production functions include soil health variables such as total and mineralizable N and total C [113],
soil organic matter [114], mineral P and K [115], pH and cation exchange capacity [116], soil physical
properties [117], texture [118], structural stability [119], and soil-water relations. Work [120] has
proposed a system evaluating sensitivity of land to degradation (ESAI) that combines soil properties
with other factors (climatic, vegetation, and social]). This approach has been further developed for
evaluation of ecological resilience by composing three indices investigating quality of soils, climate,
and water [121]. Finally, other indicators such as pest pressure [122], weed pressure [87], frequency
of landslides [10], and severity of soil erosion [123] have also been proposed as reliable indicators
contributing to a better knowledge of agro-ecosystem resilience mechanisms.

5.7. Ecological Disturbance

Approaches focusing on disturbance combine two key variables representing time and space to
describe potential disturbance dynamics. The temporal variable (T) is the ratio of the disturbance
interval (i.e., the time between successive disturbance events) to the time required for a disturbed site to
recover to a mature stage. The spatial variable (S) is the ratio of the size of the disturbance to the size of
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the landscape. The mechanisms behind disturbances also determine the components of resilience and
the inherent characteristics of ecological processes. Great precision is thus required when answering the
question ‘Resilience of what, to what?’ [37]. For instance, in the case of agro-ecosystems, disturbance
patterns can be chronic (e.g., soil degradation and toxicity), acute (e.g., heat waves and pest invasion),
high intensity (e.g., extreme weather), or low intensity (e.g., tillage). Defining disturbance regimes
and evaluating potential long-term, gradual changes when monitoring and measuring resilience are
particularly relevant issues in ecological studies [124].

5.8. Landscape Dynamics

Widely used indicators of landscape dynamics assess land-use change based on diachronic
information based on maps of historical and actual landscapes. Three basic interpretations of these
changes have been elaborated upon, as shown in Figure 3.
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First, landscape dynamics are based on the assumption that long-term habitat continuity ensures
higher ecological integrity and provides enough time to adjust to changing conditions, to develop
structures and processes, and therefore to maximize the use of energy. In other words, land-use
stability determines ecosystem stability (however, climate change can alter this principle). Unchanged
polygons (ensuring continuity of ecosystems) indicate a prerequisite for stability. Changed polygons
indicate a break point in stability maintenance and development. In this regard, habitat continuity
contributes to maintaining high landscape quality [125,126]. Strategies of biodiversity conservation
have been based on measures promoting habitat continuity in the case of, for example, semi-natural
grasslands [49]. The importance of forest continuity for preserving landscape functional performances
has also been demonstrated [106]. To assess continuity, landscape trajectories (alternatively labelled
as ‘land-use-history profiles’) or land-cover transitions have been recently used because they can
detect not only the existence of changes but also the speed and direction of processes, showing, for
example, trends and drivers of land degradation [127]. They are usually described as sequences of
some landscape types classified into homogeneous clusters by magnitude and direction of change,
using expert valuation of naturalness (e.g., deviation from potential natural vegetation [47]).

Second, stable segments of land use may also reflect the small effect of outer drivers (such as
population growth) that cause land-use changes, indicating the degree of human pressure. Unchanged
landscape polygons reflect stable social-ecological systems with a more stable socioeconomic condition
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and less strong drivers of change. Changed polygons indicate the pressure of outer drivers, namely,
population growth, agricultural intensification, or even land abandonment. Again, analysis of
landscape trajectories adopts a more qualitative representation of spatial data, whereas areas with
the same land cover class can be thematically separated following different land-use classes and land
cover history [128,129]. This approach provides us with a tool which allows a refined interpretation of
ongoing landscape changes and their ultimate drivers [109].

Third, land-use changes have also been seen as a result of low stability leading to progressive
shifts in ecosystems towards alternative states and therefore detectable landscape changes. We should
interpret land-use and land cover changes properly in order to take appropriate land management
measures. In this interpretation, human decisions to modify land use are a consequence of changes
that have already happened as a result of low stability conditions (Figure 4). In other words, ecosystem
instability causes instability of social systems that determines further ecosystem instability. No changes
indicate functional stability, while changes are the result of inner processes caused by low stability
(low stability is itself a driver for further stability decrease and can lead to land-use changes).
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6. Re-Framing Land-Use Change and Landscape Stability in Europe with Examples from Czechia

In Europe, basic trends in land-use changes have been identified in past decades, including
intensification of agriculture in lowlands and abandonment of agricultural land in more marginal,
remote districts [2,27,60]. Additionally, urbanization has exerted an increasing impact on the stability
of socioeconomic systems. Impacts on ecosystem stability and socioeconomic consequences of such
land use changes are discussed in the following sub-sections.

6.1. Intensification of Agriculture

Today’s agriculture generally aims to produce large quantities of food against the lowest economic
costs [130]. These short-term goals lead to conflict with conservation and management of biodiversity
and other long-term ecosystem services [131]. Increasing dependence on a small number of agricultural
commodities [132], unsustainable mining of water and soil resources [133], and the biological
simplification of agricultural systems [77] are potential sources of instability and vulnerability to climate
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change and unpredictability, endangering critical ecosystem services to and from agriculture [124].
Moreover, a short-term focus on maximizing productivity can endanger ecosystem services in such a
way that dependence on external inputs such as fertilizers and pesticides increases in order to maintain
productivity [61]. Lowland areas in Europe have seen a drastic increase in intensive agriculture,
considered a threat to biodiversity with impacts on species richness and abundance (e.g., [76]). This
process has led to unprecedented rates of local species extinctions [81].

Environmental impacts of agricultural intensification have been even more serious in Central
and Eastern Europe because of collectivization of agricultural land and central management with no
regard for place-specific conditions. For instance, large collective open fields have been created, heavy
machinery has been used, and small landscape elements (e.g., wet meadows around springs, solitary
trees, and small tree groups) have been progressively destroyed in the Czech Republic [134]. The scale
of agriculture enlargement (small private fields have been joined into large collective ones), the turning
of wetlands, meadows, and hedgerows into arable land, and the intensive use of chemicals has led to a
loss of biological and landscape diversity, increasing water and soil pollution, soil erosion, and loss
of cultural heritage [135]. The microstructure of landscapes also recorded great changes during the
communist period due to irrigation and drainage measures, windbreaks, and non-rural buildings in
the countryside. Landowners and farmers have embodied very different needs and demands in more
recent times, and a progressively lower interest of leaseholders in maintaining high quality agricultural
soils has become more and more evident [136].

The intensification of agriculture often means the simplification of landscape structures, creating
large fields with a lack of small landscape elements such as hedgerows, forest boundaries, scattered
trees, grass stripes, and small wetlands. Land-use patches are getting bigger and bigger, leading to
a progressive landscape homogenization and low diversification of both natural and anthropogenic
landscapes [137]. Such changes cause a drastic decline in traditional landscapes [47] and alter
composition, connectivity, and configuration of natural habitats, with a decline in ecological stability.
Major problems are also the loss in scattered trees and degradation of semi-natural landscape features
with high natural value [28].

Changes in land use, especially agricultural intensification and forest clearcutting can lead to soil
erosion [138]. Finally, it is widely known that land use influences water regimes. Landscape water
potential (LWP) has been proposed as a basic characteristic of landscape elements centered on real
evapotranspiration [105], which is mainly influenced by habitat types and their management [123,139].
Decrease in water areas, wetlands, forests, and grasslands, and their replacement by arable land
is negative in terms of flood protection, water retention, and its accumulation in the landscape,
determining a lower ecological stability. A significant decrease in wetlands in Czech lowlands (from
nearly 30% to only 3.5% since the end of the eighteenth century till now) is related to losses in water
absorption capacity [140]. Such changes have influenced all components of the water regime [53].

6.1.1. Soil Fertilization and Use of Pesticides

One of the most important factors causing biodiversity loss is the high level of soil fertilization [61]
associated with a rapid decrease in aboveground diversity and reduction of underground diversity at
higher levels of fertilization. Nutrient addition negatively impacts community richness and diversity
in mesic grasslands [141–143] due to increased grass biomass and the accompanying reduction of
light [144,145]. This loss of diversity can lower ecosystem stability over time [75]. Also, nutrient
additions in tall-grass prairies lead to community variability, increased dominance, and reduced
diversity, resulting in a progressive loss of ecosystem stability [84]. This process also eliminates the
positive effect of earthworms [146], which causes a lower efficiency of nitrogen fertilization. The use of
fungicides has an enormous effect on farm biodiversity, next to fertilization, grazing, and mowing
regimes [147]. At the same time, use of pesticides and antibiotics plays a significant role. Insecticides
have reduced diversity of insects, endangering crucial ecosystem functions such as pollination [148].
Weeds are controlled with herbicides and natural pest control is used exceptionally [61]. As crop
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production primarily depends on readily available fertilizers, soil processes for nutrient supply play
only a marginal role. There is a high risk of soil quality depletion in the long-term. Because natural
ecosystem functions are not used, there is a high degree of dependence on external inputs. Feedback
controls balancing the system and minimizing production loss lead to increased dependency on
external resources and reduced agro-ecosystem stability.

6.1.2. Use of Heavy Machinery

Heavy machinery causes compaction of soil and the loss of suitable soil characteristics, reducing
infiltration capacity [149,150]. Soil compaction causes an overall decline in soil fertility decline. Because
soil quality is a key variable assuring agro-ecosystem stability, unsustainable agronomic practices are
endangering landscape stability.

6.1.3. Irrigation and Drainage

Croplands with water deficit have been more or less intensively irrigated. Irrigation is not only
a serious driver of water consumption [129,140,151] but can also cause salinization of soils, leading
to biomass reduction and susceptibility to erosion [152]. Construction of massive drainage systems
in wetlands and wet meadows has been observed in Czech Republic, mainly in the 1970s and the
1980s [153]. These transformations damaged natural habitats, negatively affecting water regimes,
balance of nutrients, water-influenced energy dissipation, and landscape functionality.

6.1.4. Intensification of Grazing

Grazing by domestic livestock affects vegetation, soils, and hydrology [154] and impacts soils
in a similar way to agricultural machinery, determining structural deformation (particularly under
wet conditions) and soil compaction [149]. Soil compaction reduces the infiltration capacity of a
soil [149,150] and promotes surface runoff [155]. A decreasing vegetation cover due to overgrazing
causes accelerated soil erosion [156,157] and reduces significantly soil water storage capacity, with the
consequent depletion of water resources. All these consequences negatively affect biodiversity and
ecosystem stability.

6.2. Abandonment of Agricultural Land

Agricultural abandonment is one of the major drivers of change in rural landscapes of temperate
regions because of increasing yields on productive land, conservation policies, and the increasing
imports of agricultural products from other regions, as well as changing political, economic, and social
conditions. According to a remote sensing analysis, a total of 46.1 Mha of permanently fallow land
has been detected in Europe, much of which may be linked to abandonment that occurred after the
dissolution of the Eastern Bloc [158]. Up to 7.6 Mha of farmland was additionally abandoned from 001
to 2012, mainly in Eastern Europe, southern Scandinavia, and Europe’s mountain regions.

Land abandonment occurs mainly in marginal areas where crop production is less viable
from an economic perspective because of the areas’ remote location or physical or climatic
handicap [159–161], displaying a low level of competitiveness with respect to areas which have
more favorable conditions [137]. Land abandonment has often paralleled agricultural intensification in
more fertile locations. Low-intensity agricultural areas are mostly situated in mountainous districts
and experience progressive marginalization, extensification, and abandonment, resulting in shrub and
tree encroachments into old pastures and traditionally cultivated land [147]. Processes of abandonment
involve different patterns of change, from partial abandonment creating a landscape mosaic of less and
more used areas for cropping [162], to a progressive transformation toward uncultivated land [160].

The consequences of land abandonment for landscape diversity are not yet fully understood [163].
The effect of land abandonment on ecological stability can be positive or negative, depending mainly
on the type and intensity of original land use [11], landscape type (especially the landscape matrix),
and patterns of changes. Under certain conditions, land abandonment may lead to natural restoration
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of close-to-natural vegetation by process of spontaneous succession [3,164]. While it is reasonable
to assume that vegetation processes contribute to the naturalization of the landscape, a more strict
control on re-vegetation processes aimed at retrieving abandoned land with productive purposes
(e.g., extensive livestock and leisure) is strongly encouraged to address environmental objectives (e.g.,
reduction of wildfires and increasing biodiversity) and cultural landscape preservation.

6.2.1. Increase of Semi-Natural Vegetation and Ecosystem Functions

Land abandonment triggers an increase in semi-natural vegetation types like scrubland and
woodland [162]. Agricultural and pastoral abandonment has therefore been stressed as an opportunity
for re-wilding European landscapes, with potentially broader ecological benefits for both nature
conservation and the provision of ecosystem services at continental and regional scales [9,159]. This
increase in landscape stability is related to abandonment of arable land, especially in areas exposed to
soil erosion. The positive effects of land abandonment in terms of re-vegetation processes have been
outlined [63], and these effects result in better erosion control and carbon sequestration. Abandoned
field development of shrub layers and increase in vegetated patches over a long time have also been
demonstrated to positively influence landscape stability, infiltration, and nutrient cycling at the local
scale [165]. In Switzerland, forestation of formerly open land led to a short-term increase in species
richness (due to increased landscape heterogeneity), even if causing the loss of habitats for open land
species [166]. Beneficial effects of land abandonment on biodiversity were finally observed in rural
landscapes with intense cropland in England [162].

Scrub and forest encroachment are also known to alter water cycle regulation and the downstream
provision of hydrological ecosystem services, namely by reducing total runoff [167]. In the Czech
Republic, land abandonment started with the decline of the communist regime in the late 1980s, in
connection with the rehabilitation of a regime of private land ownership in the following decade. Land
abandonment has occurred mainly in “less favored areas” (LFA) where environmental and ecological
conditions discourage agriculture [135] and has resulted mainly in shrub and forest development as
well as in the expansion of permanent grassland cover [107]. In some cases, arable land abandonment
has compensated negative for the effects of previous agriculture intensification, mainly soil erosion in
hilly areas.

6.2.2. Loss of Natural Habitats and Biodiversity

Because of a long history of human management, many of the most valued habitat types and
biodiversity assets in Europe (especially semi-natural grasslands [168]) are currently dependent to some
extent on the maintenance of sustainable farming systems [8]. Vegetation succession on abandoned
land results in habitat modifications and ultimately leads to the loss of grassland and other open
habitats due to overgrowth by shrubs and trees [27] or overgrowth by more competitive species,
such as Phragmites australis, as in the case of wet grasslands [169]. This process negatively impacts
landscape heterogeneity [170,171], plant richness [172], habitat diversity [169], determining habitat
homogenization and loss of valuable species [11].

For instance, Mediterranean mountain areas have undergone human depopulation and
abandonment of traditional practices, leading to land-use change and huge modification of landscape
mosaics. Forests replacing cultivated land have altered floristic composition compared to the original
vegetation, which brings about modification of the structure, stand density, and regeneration capacity.
This process has altered ecosystem functionality and resilience, sometimes promoting wildfires and in
turn leading to changes in soil quality that have enhanced erosion and land degradation [173]. In the
Czech Republic, abandonment has occurred mainly in less suitable areas for agriculture, i.e., in mountain
and sub-mountain landscapes. Many of these grasslands had been used as extensive meadows and
pastures with long continuity of management and high diversity of species. Their abandonment has
led to soil degradation, a decrease in species diversity, and decline of landscape heterogeneity.
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6.3. Urbanization

European cities expanded considerably in the 1950s and 1960s and are expected to grow further
owing to increasing populations and transformation of rural settlements into urban centers. In
post-communist European countries, urbanization was one of the most relevant drivers’ trends of
land-use change. The post-communist period was also characterized by a substantial reduction of
agricultural land, making landscapes more vulnerable to different market interests [136]. In this
regard, local development was associated with (more or less) subtle forms of suburban expansion and
infrastructural development [153]. Urban expansion has both direct and indirect negative effects on
the environment. The direct effects consist of a physical loss of agricultural land, natural habitats, and
cultural landscapes. The indirect effects are mostly related to surface sealing (responsible for alteration
of the hydrological cycle, increased run-off and soil erosion, and point contamination), landscape
fragmentation [47], and biodiversity decline [174].

Urbanization has a negative impact on ecosystem functions and services, namely, water-retention,
erosion protection, temperature regulation, and other issues. Long-term urbanization processes may
thus have a negative impact on landscape resilience and ecosystem stability [2]. This is especially true in
regions undergoing climate change (e.g., increasing aridity, local warming, and extreme weather events
may arise) and those subject to a particularly high human pressure [63]. Urbanization also transforms
composition and functioning of the adjacent land, causing ecological disturbances rarely encountered
in pristine landscapes [19;26]. For instance, grassland fragments in urban areas are often considered
to have a reduced level of plant biodiversity and more simplified ecological functions with respect
to undisturbed, untransformed, and more ‘natural’ exurban grasslands [175]. Urbanization-driven
alteration of biodiversity and habitats may also create novel ecosystems characterized by an increased
number of exotic or alien species, modified resource and energy pathways, more compact artificial
structures, and impervious surfaces [18].

Management of relict patches of natural vegetation in urban and peri-urban areas is frequently
subjected to extensive transformations (e.g., into more intensive mowing and with removal of biomass),
and these changes may result in a further decline of ecological stability. For instance, vegetation
removal may decrease fine-scale landscape heterogeneity, resulting in soils which are more susceptible
to crust formation, erosion, and compaction, limiting the soil infiltration capacity and causing depleted
soil nutrient concentrations [176]. This in turn results in increased runoff and further erosion and
affects soil surface stability of urban landscapes. Less available litter results in disrupted or diminished
nutrient cycles. In urban areas, leaf litter has been demonstrated to be of poorer carbon quality and has
been found to decompose and nitrify at quicker rates due to ecological stresses such as air pollution,
the presence of heavy metals in soils, and the urban heat island effect [177]. Together with agricultural
intensification, urbanization has finally determined a decline in pollinator species [175]. Open flower
species and their specific flower-visitors are especially sensitive to increasing urbanization, which leads
to lower reproductive success of plant communities [178], and, consequently, to a progressive loss of
functional diversity, which is reflected in declining ecosystem functions and services [179].

7. Discussion

Despite the common use of an ecosystem stability definition [34], approaches and concepts of
landscape stability adopted for operational purposes, including assessment of stability conditions
and perturbing factors, vary to a great extent when focusing on various features which depend on
the intimate characteristics of landscapes, e.g., soil stability, land-use structure, species composition,
biodiversity, and ecosystem services. With respect to different concepts of landscape stability, focusing
on single parts of the interconnected, complex system of properties, prerequisites and basic conditions,
the indicators adopted for evaluation of landscape stability differ as well, partly due to different scales
or landscape types to which they are applied. We can also distinguish indicators quantifying factors
considered to be prerequisites of landscape stability (e.g., ecological and socioeconomic features that
promote stability) and indicators assessing changes over time in landscape stability (e.g., declining
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stability), which can be further divided into indicators evaluating stability drivers and (apparent or
subtle) changes in the response of ecological systems to disturbance [180]. Based on the reviewed
literature, this study has grouped the candidate indicators into main domains concerning natural
habitat characteristics, landscape metrics (connectivity/fragmentation), thermodynamic variables,
functional indicators, biodiversity, soil degradation, ecological disturbances, and land-use/land cover
change. In order to explore the connection between land-use change and loss in landscape stability,
we have focused on the three most important land-use and land cover changes that are at the same
time the most threatening for landscape stability (agricultural intensification, land abandonment, and
urbanization), and we have tried to summarize the main factors and principles through which such
reduction is occurring [181].

Agricultural intensification assumes various forms, including transformation of highly diversified
mosaics to low-diversity arable land determining a progressive loss of small landscape elements,
which weakens stability and negatively impacts landscape configuration, water regimes, and soil
erosion. Cropland intensification also includes use of fertilizers and pesticides, which has the main
effects of biodiversity decline, use of heavy machinery that lends threats to soil quality, water regime
manipulation that endangers water availability, changes in soil quality and biodiversity, and grazing
intensification that affects vegetation with a consequent decrease in soil stability and water regime
performance [128].

Abandonment of agricultural land can have both positive and negative impacts on landscape
stability [182]. Positive effects are observed, for instance, on arable land, where land abandonment
contributes to restoring and enhancing basic ecosystem functions through vegetation expansion,
often with semi-natural characters. Negative effects are mostly observed in extensive, traditionally
managed meadows and pastures, which have changed from valuable and high-diversity habitats
into fragmented mosaics of ruderal lawns and bushes. Urbanization finally causes habitat loss,
landscape fragmentation, reduced performances of ecosystem functions (mainly water retention),
erosion protection, and temperature regulation. It can also cause increased stress to adjacent areas and
soil degradation [84].

While a wealth of studies has been devoted to investigating ecological stability and disturbance
regimes, literature gaps concern the definition of landscape stability and the identification of contextual
prerequisites and consequences of disturbance from a landscape perspective. According to [6], “the
various definitions of stability have themselves not been connected and correlated”, which is barely
true also for a variety of indicators adopted for a comprehensive assessment of landscape stability. For
instance, while the negative effects of land-use change are connected to specific aspects of ecological
stability and its possible decline over time, a direct quantification of such effects is still partial.
Understanding thresholds in the rapidity of land-use change threatening complex socio-environmental
systems has not yet been completely developed [183]. Moreover, ecological processes and relationships
may differ across various landscape types and each of them has different aspects which are crucial for
landscape stability assessment [57].

What are the strengths and weaknesses of each landscape type (in relation to ecological stability)
and what are the relevant indicators? How can we define the thresholds and apply them to manage
and plan present and future land-use structures with the aim to avoid a decline in ecosystem services?
These questions remain not sufficiently answered yet. As mentioned in [184], ecological complexity
when developing adaptation strategies, the multidisciplinary nature of adaptive management of
ecosystems, and knowledge gaps existing when translating the biophysical information into adaptation
strategies may limit our understanding of ‘how to adapt’ with regards to ecosystems.

An integrated framework is needed that connects and correlates various definitions of landscape
stability and links these to the underlying properties of ecological systems [29]. This would need
robust specification of the relationships between land-use change and several dimensions of landscape
stability. Based on these relationships, original frameworks can be proposed to predict the reaction
of landscape stability to expected (or even unexpected) land-use change (e.g., under climate change)
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and to set thresholds in land use which would serve as limits for landscape planning. In this regard,
any land patch may have a high resilience based on criteria affecting hydrological processes but low
resilience in the case that criteria are based on another ecological function, e.g., primary biomass
production [12]. As an operational solution, a framework that works with landscape types (according,
at least, to some general typologies) may allow for a more comprehensive assessment of landscape-level
specific risks related to (more or less rapid) depletion of ecological conditions leading to (high or
low) stability. While landscape stability can be assessed according to different methods and analysis
dimensions, comparison of outcomes from various approaches applied to different landscape types
definitely contributes to identification of the most relevant aspects, criteria, thresholds, and feedback
relationships underlying the stability of each landscape type.

8. Conclusions

Based on the results of the present study, additional research should envision innovative
frameworks to shed light on the intimate mechanisms underlying landscape stability and to indicate
new approaches to stability assessment for different landscape types. By identifying strengths and
weaknesses of different ecological systems as far as landscape stability properties is concerned, further
investigation should address the relationship between land-use change and ecological stability, defining
thresholds beyond which irreversible land degradation processes might occur. This will help to identify
critical thresholds of land-use change that may contain (or prevent) threats to landscape stability. New
assessment methodologies should finally take greater account of the increasing sensitivity of species
and communities to climate change.
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